A kitten doesn’t want to take a nap in this book about opposites by the author of Early Bird. It’s naptime, and Cat is ready for Kitten to settle down. But Kitten has other ideas! In this book filled with opposites (big and little, black and white, sleepy and awake) Toni Yuly proves once again - as she did with Early Bird and Night Owl - that simple concepts come alive for the youngest readers through bold art and charming language. Buy book, $16.99. A fire! As Otis races toward the fire with his friends in tow, he spots the tabby cat mewing in alarm. Otis rushes inside to discover the source of the cat’s worries - her little kittens are perched up on the hayloft, scared. Otis never hesitates. Yet even after he delivers a tractor full of kittens safely outside, their mama remains upset. Books shelved as cats-and-kittens: Lock You Down by Jessica Gadziala, Big Cat, Little Cat by Elisha Cooper, Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes by Eric L. ... Cats and Kittens Books. Showing 1-50 of 70. Lock You Down (Rivers Brothers, #2) by. Jessica Gadziala (Goodreads Author). (shelved 2 times as cats-and-kittens) avg rating 4.54 — 703 ratings — published. Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Error rating book. Refresh and try again. Rate this book. Clear rating. 1 of 5 stars 2 of 5 stars 3 of 5 stars 4 of 5 stars 5 of 5 stars. Big Cat, Little Cat (Hardcover) by. Elisha Cooper (Goodreads Author). (shelved 2 times as cats-and-kittens) avg rating 4.24 — 2,843 ratings — published 2017. Want to Read saving… Error rating book. Kittens and Cats; a Book of Tales, by Eulalie Osgood Grover; 1911; Boston, Houghton Mifflin. Before LOLCat, Grumpy Cat, Longcat, Nyan Cat, before all the famed kitties of the internet age, before the modern computer was but a glint in Mother Turing's eye, there were the felines featured in Kittens and Cats: A First Reader (1911). If this delightful, yet also slightly creepy, book is anything to go by then taking photos of cats and brandishing them with an amusing caption was far from being a phenomenon born with the internet. Within its pages we meet “Queen Cat”, “Dunce Cat”, “Party ...